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APPLICATION OF THE SECTOR CONDITION TO
THE CLASSIFICATION OF SUBMARKOVIAN SEMIGROUPS1

BY

MARTIN L. SILVERSTEIN

Abstract. Let P„ t > 0, be a strongly continuous submarkovian semigroup
on a real Hilbert space L2(X, m). The measure m is assumed to be excessive

and the L1 generator A is assumed to satisfy an estimate (the sector

condition) which permits the application of Dirichlet spaces (not necessarily

symmetric). Other submarkovian semigroups P~ with the same local

generator and cogenerator and relative to which m is again excessive are

classified in terms of generators for processes which live on a suitable

boundary.

Introduction. Let P„ / > 0, be a strongly continuous, contractive

submarkovian semigroup on L2(X, m). This means that each P, is a bounded

linear contraction on the real Hilbert space L2(X, m) and that 0 < PJ < 1

whenever 0 < / < 1, of course in the [a.e.m.] sense. The state space X is a

separable locally compact Hausdorff space and the reference measure m is

Radon. We are interested in studying, and to some extent classifying other

such semigroups P~ which have the same local generator and dual local

generator as Pr

At present we cannot even formulate this precisely without first imposing

two conditions. The first condition involves the L2 generator A defined by

4/ = Lim(l/0{/V-/} (0.1)

with the understanding that the limit must exist strongly in the L2 sense, and

also the associated Dirichlet form

Eig,f)=~ig,Af). (0.2)

Of course ( , ) denotes the standard inner product on L2(X). The conditions

are
0.1.1. Sector condition. There exists a constant M > 0 such that for /,

g G domain^)

\Eig,f)\2<M2Eig,g)Eiff),   n (0.3)
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0.1.2. The reference measure m is excessive. That is, if / > 0 is in L2(X) n

L'(X), then for all / > 0

f midx)PJix) <J m(dx)f(x).   D (0.4)

The sector condition is fundamental for the techniques used in this paper

(and also in [1]). It can be replaced by the weaker condition that for some

o>0

\Eaiê,f)\2 < M2Eaig,g)Eaif,f), (0.3')

where Eaig,f) = Eig,f) + aig,f). It may be that the second condition is

primarily a matter of convenience and that in practice it can be suppressed if

necessary.

Notice that (0.4) together with the submarkov property implies that each P,

is contractive on 7,2(X), which we have already postulated above. More

important (0.4) implies that the dual semigroup Pf defined by

(P?g,f) = (g,PJ) (0.5)
is also submarkovian. Indeed our conditions are symmetric in P, and P*. As a

general rule we will use the symbol *, the prefix "co" and/or the adjective

dual for objects associated with P*.

Before describing our results for other submarkovian semigroups P,~~, we

discuss certain extensions of the domain of the Dirichlet form E.

The first extension is to the extended Dirichlet space F(i). This is the natural

completion of domain(^4) relative to E alone. To simplify matters we assume

throughout that P, is transient, and then F(e) is an "honest" Hilbert space.

Except for certain technical points, the pattern is the same as in [2, §1] for-the

symmetric case.

The bilinear form Eig,f) is well defined when g G F(e) is bounded with

compact support and when / belongs to FIOC, the set of functions which are

locally in F(e). The local generator & is defined by

Eig,f) = -/ midx)gix)t$,fix) (0.6)

when there exists a locally integrable function Sf such that (0.6) is valid.

Similarly the dual local generator is defined by

Eig,f) = -/ midx)&*gix)fix). (0.6*)

Just as for the symmetric case [2, Part II], the quadratic part £(/,/) of the

Dirichlet form has a Beurling-Deny decomposition

£(/,/) = Difif) + i/</,/> + ±f [Kidx) + K*idx)}f2ix)    (0.7)

where J i<fy, dz), the Levy measure, measures the intensity for jumping within
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the state space X and where k(<¿x), the killing measure, measures the intensity

for jumping to the death point. Of course k* is the killing measure for the

dual semigroup. The remainder D iff), the diffusion form, is a local form as

defined in [2, §11]. The symmetrized reflected space F^J""1 is the set of

/ G F],«, for which (0.7) converges. Every/ G FJ^nm has a local decomposition

f = fD + HMf (0.8)

where fD belongs to the extended Dirichlet spade F^ which corresponds to

the absorbed process for D and where HMf is harmonic on D. Here D is any

open set with compact closure. (A function is understood to be harmonic if it

is fixed by the hitting operators for the complement of any compact set.) We

showed in [2, §14] that in the symmetric case it is always possible to pass to

the limit in D and get a global decomposition

f = fo + h (0.9)

with f0 G F(e) and with h harmonic on all of X. The argument used in [2] is

not applicable here and indeed we have not been able to decide whether or

not such a decomposition is always possible. Fortunately we are able to get

around this gap in our knowledge by focusing our attention on the reflected

space Fref, the set of / G FJg"m for which such a decomposition is possible. It

turns out that/ G FJ^""" has a decomposition (0.9) if and only if it has a dual

decomposition

f-Jt + h*. (0.9*)

For technical reasons we restrict our attention further to the active reflected

space Fref a which is actually contained in L2(X). This space is used to define

a boundary A and a reference measure v on A. Each / G Frefa determines a

"boundary function" y/ G L2(A, v) and the decompositions (0.9), (0.9*) can

be written

f = fo + Hyf,      f-fi + H*lf

where H, H* are the hitting operator and dual hitting operator for the

boundary A. Also for a > 0 there are decompositions

/ = fa + Hayf,      f-j* + H*rf (0.10)

where now/a,£ belong to the Dirichlet space F = F(e) n L2(X).

For/ G Frefa we can write

£(/,/) = E(fSJ0) + Niyf, yf) (0.11)

where in general for <p defined on A we have
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Ni<p, v) - ï JT *(<*») JT "(¿SK-fo. ¿){<Ki) - <p(£)}2

+ | f k*(«éc) 77<p2(x) + \ f Kidx)H*<p2ix)
Jx Jx

+1 f vid^m^H) + m*MpiÇ)}<p2iS). (0.12)

The individual terms in (0.12) can be defined directly in terms of the

approximate Markov process <? which in constructed exactly as for the

symmetric case in [2, §5]. The Feller density u0aoir], Ç) is the intensity for

entering from tj on A and exiting at £ on A. The function mxp*i^) is the

intensity for entering at time -co or from the passive point 8 (but not

jumping in) and exiting at £ on A. The function m^püí) has a dual meaning.

The second term corresponds to the possibility of entering by jumping in

from the death point 3 and exiting at A, and the third to the dual possibhty.

(See the analogous description in [3, §3].)

Now we are ready to describe our results for submarkovian semigroups P~

with generator A" and adjoint generator A~* contained in & and &*

respectively. At present we can obtain the results in a general setting only if

we assume that also the adjoint semigroup P~* is submarkovian. However

we do not assume that the generator A~ satisfies the sector condition 0.1.1.

Both domain(y4~) and domain^ ~*) are contained in the active reflected

space Frefa. The resolvent G~, a > 0, can be represented

G~g = Gag + HaR(a)m;g (0.13)

where Ga, a > 0, is the resolvent for the original semigroup P„ where Ha is

the a-order hitting operator mentioned above and is bounded from L2(A, v)

to L2(X, m), and where m* is the adjoint to the dual hitting operator H* and

is bounded from L2ÇX) to L2(A). The operator R(a) is bounded on L2(A) and

must contain all of the "new information". In fact this information can be

expressed neatly in terms of a single operator B, the "boundary generator."

The operators i?(a) are determined by B in a canonical manner, exactly as in

the symmetric case. (See p. 20.13 in [2].) The operator B on L2(A) generates a

contractive submarkovian semigroup which is strongly continuous on a

subspace of I<2(A) and B together with its adjoint B* satisfy estimates

-([<p-c]+,5<p)A

>/ *(<*»)/ "(^KcoO), 0[9 - c]+ (n){c - 9 A ç(0)

+ / *{dÇK>P®c[v - c]+ © + f Kidx)H*c[<p - c]+ ix),

(0.14)
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-(2?**,[*-c]+)

>/ K*I) / »(dè)u0i<ai-Q,Ç){c - * Ac(îj)}[* - c+](£)

+ J *(</$K,/>*(CM* - «f (0 +/ k*(<&)äc|> - c]+ (x),

(0.14*)
where ç> G domain(5), ^ G domain(5*) and c > 0. Conversely any such 5

determines a unique semigroup P(~ as above.

The two estimates (0.14), (0.14*) are easily understood if one thinks in

terms of constructing the Markov process which corresponds to P~ by

starting with the process on A which corresponds to the semigroup generated

by B and then inserting excursions into X and finally collapsing the time

scale. (See Chapter I in [3] for a detailed description of this construction on

the symmetric case.) Our assumption that A"~ and A~~* are contained in the

local generators & and <£* implies that the excursions into X must have a

particular conditional distribution. The complete excursions into X force the

process on A to have at least a certain intensity for jumping within A, the

incomplete excursions force the process and dual process to have at least a

certain intensity for "jumping to a death point." This is the meaning of (0.14)

and (0.14*).
To our knowledge it was M. Motoo [4] who first discovered this method for

constructing the process which corresponds to Pf. It plays a fundamental

role in [3], but in the present paper we view it only as a heuristic tool. In

actually formulating our proof for the estimates (0.14), (0.14*) we were

strongly influenced by a paper of H. Kunita [5] which deals with diffusions.

However Kunita gets a weaker estimate than (0.14), (0.14*) and he is able to

prove a converse only after imposing additional restrictions on P~.

We can say considerably more if we restrict ourselves to the case when

both Pt and P~ are symmetric. That is, we assume that each Pt is a

symmetric operator on L2(X, m) and then 0.1.1 and 0.1.2 are automatic. We

consider only submarkovian semigroups P~ which are also symmetric on the

same Hilbert space L2(X, m). Then the results are more naturally formulated

in terms of the Dirichlet space (H~, Q~) on L2(A, v) which corresponds to

the boundary generator B. (See §1 in [2].) If any exist at all then there is

always the excursion space (N, N) with N defined by (0.12) and with N the

totality of functions <p G L2(A) such that (0.12) converges. The associated

semigroup P,tet acting on L2(X, m) is called the reflected semigroup and

corresponds precisely to the Dirichlet space (Fref>a, E) described above. (It is

easy to check that for smooth diffusions this is consistent with standard

terminology.) Moreover Frefa = F n L2(K, m) and Eig,f), since it is

symmetric, is automatically well defined for all g,f G Fref. Sometimes this
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gives direct control over the Dirichlet space (N, N) on L2(A). Before

continuing, we illustrate this with a simple example.

Let X be the upper half-plane R2 + - {ix,y): x G R and v > 0} and let P,

be the absorbing barrier diffusion generated by 6E = DXDX + D2D2 + (1 —

a)y~lD2 where Z)„ D2 denote partial derivatives with respect to x,y respec-

tively and a > 0 is constant. Since also

<£ =ya-lDxyl-aDx + ya-*D2yl-aD2

it is clear that & and therefore Pt is symmetric with respect to the measure

dm = y1~adxdy. The associated Dirichlet form is

Eifif) = -fdmW = J*™ dx JT00 dyy'-"{iDxf)2 + (Z>2/)2}.    (°-15)

If a > 2, then it can be shown by direct arguments that (0.15) can converge

only if / is constant on the boundary R. Thus the reflected diffusion can be

defined only after the boundary R is collapsed to a point. If 0 < a < 2 then

there exist functions / with non trivial boundary behavior such that (0.15)

converges and so there exists a reflected diffusion which distinguishes points

on R. It is known that if we normalize the reference boundary measure to be

Lebesgue measure, then the associated process on the boundary is the

symmetric stable process with index a. This was first proved by F. Spitzer [24]

for the case a = 1 and by S. A. Molchanov and E. Ostrovskii [22] for the full

range 0 < a < 2. In fact this can be deduced directly from the identity (0.11)

by studying the action of the transformations

8a(x,y) = iax, ay);      pé(x, y) = (x + b, y)

for a > 0 and b real. The global hitting operator H must commute with both

transformations and

Eif° Pb,f°Pb) = Eifif);       £(/oyo8a) = a^Eiff).

This is enough to determine the process on the boundary modulo a scale

factor.

We return now to our general discussion of the symmetric case. The two

basic estimates (0.14), (0.14*) are replaced by the condition that H~ is

contained in Wd and the difference Q~ — N is contractive on H~. The latter

means that we can write Q~ = N + Qq~ where <2<T *s itse^ contractive. Thus

symmetric submarkovian semigroups P~ with generator A~~ contained in &

are completely classified by such pairs (H~, Q~). However a pair (H~, Q~)

actually corresponds to a P~ only if it is closable in the sense of [25].

Deciding whether a particular pair actually is closable can be an interesting

technical problem about which little is known at present. (Perhaps the deepest

results can be found in a recent preprint of M. Fukushima [23]. Also this is

discussed for diffusions in §§15 and 17 of [3].) Nevertheless the general result
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does provide an effective technique for actually constructing examples. Also

boundary conditions for the generator A~ can be formulated very simply.

For a given function/ the normal derivative is defined as a linear functional

(3//9/00M acting on bounded functions $ in Wet by means of difference

quotients on an appropriate sample space. It is not hard to show that for

smooth diffusions this corresponds to the classical inner normal derivative. A

given/ G Frefa belongs to domain^~) if and only if the restriction y/ G H~

and/satisfies the boundary condition

(9//3/i)(y) = ßo(tf,*) (0.16)

for all bounded $ G H~. (All these results for the symmetric case can be

found in §§14, 15 of [2] and §9 of [3].)

At present we know very little about all this in any nonsymmetric setting.

A natural guess is that if Fref a properly contains F = F(e) n L2(X, m) then the

reflected semigroup P,ref exists and its boundary generator B is given by

B<p(Q -/ «o^fc v){<PÍv) - <p(|) }K¿>?) " <Piï)<P(£) - "MEMO

(0.17)

with the first term on the right being defined by an appropriate limiting

procedure. In fact our results for the symmetric case suggest that the

"correct" limiting procedure would lead to the formula

By = id/dn)Hq> (0.18)

where Hq> is the unique harmonic extension of <p.

However we do not even know how to define P/ef in a general setting. The

simplest approach would be to first define the reflected Dirichlet form

ETe!ig,f) for all g,f G Frefa and then use E*1 to define the resolvent Gref, at

least for a sufficiently large, by the formula

E?ig,GJ) = ig,f). (0.19)

We doubt that this will work in general. In the Appendix we consider an

example where Fref a properly contains F but there does not seem to be any

natural way to define Etetig,f). This approach does work for the special case

of diffusions with a smooth uniformly elliptic local generator.

The estimates for the boundary generator B are established in §7. In §8 we

prove a converse result which shows in particular that (0.14), (0.14*) are the

"correct estimates."

In §1 we use elementary techniques from Ergodic Theory to distinguish the

transient and recurrent cases, just as in [2] for the symmetric case. To simplify

matters we assume once and for all in the remainder of the paper that P, is

transient.
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The extended Dirichlet space F(e) is studied in some detail in §2. It follows

from an estimate of H. Kunita [10, Lemma 3.1] that the resolvent operators

Ga, a > 0, are bounded on F(e). Indeed aGa is bounded uniformly in a and

converges strongly to the identity 1 as a|oo. In the symmetric case the

spectral theorem implies this and also the corresponding result for the

transition operators Pt. We do not know if the latter is valid in general.

However we do use a simple result from the theory of holomorphic

semigroups to show that each P, maps L2(X) into the Dirichlet space F. This

will enable us in §3 to extend to the present setting a result first established by

M. Fukushima [9] for the symmetric case.

Our main purpose in §§3-5 is to extend certain results which will be needed

in later sections. Often the real point is to fix notations, but we will also

include some proofs which are significantly different from their symmetric

counterparts. In particular we establish in §5 the Beurling-Deny decom-

position for the quadratic form Eifif) and this is fundamental for studying

the reflected space in §6. We have indicated above that the results in [3] do

not automatically carry over. The main point seems to be that the sectorial

estimate (0.3), unlike symmetry, is not automatically inherited by the reflected

space. This is illustrated by the example in the Appendix.

As a general rule we will state and prove results only for P„ the dual results

being taken for granted. General notational conventions are the same as in [2]

and [3]. For example all functions are understood to be measurable with

respect to the obvious sigma algebra and specified up to appropriate null sets.

While the manuscript was being prepared we received several preprints

from Yves le Jan [21], [26], [27] which contain closely related results. Le Jan

restricts his attention to the case when also A~ satisfies the sector condition.

Then, just as for the symmetric case [2], [3] the generator on the boundary

corresponds to a "Dirichlet space on the boundary." An interesting new

feature is that (0.14) and (0.14*) must be supplemented by a direct estimate

on Dirichlet norms. (See condition (b) of Theorem III.2 in [21].)

I have already mentioned the influence of M. Motoo and H. Kunita on this

paper. In addition I again acknowledge my debt to M. Fukushima whose

pioneering work [6], [7], [8] inspired my own research in this area.

I thank the staff and faculty at the Institute for Advanced Study in

Princton for their hospitality and support while I was doing this research.

1. Transience and recurrence. We begin with

Lemma 1.1. The P„ t > 0,form a strongly continuous contraction semigroup
onLl(X).   □

Proof. It follows directly from (0.4) that each P, is a contraction on Ll.

That is,
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fdx\PJ(x)\<fdx\f(x)\. (1.1)

Thus we need only establish for/ G L1

Um ¡midx)\fix)-PJix)\ = Q. (1.2)

Because of (0.4) it suffices to consider/eL'fii2 and then (1.2) would

follow immediately from strong continuity of the Pt on L2 if m were bounded.

To handle the case of unbounded m, we use the notion of almost uniform

integrability introduced by Hunt in his monograph [11]. It suffices to consider

/ > 0 in (1.2). Since PJ-*f in L2, also PJ-=*f in measure and so by the
dominated convergence theorem

Lim  f midx){fix) A PJix)} = f m(i£c)/(x).

But for all t > 0 we have / midx)fix) > fmidx)PJix) and it follows that

Lim j midx){PJix) -/A PJix)} = 0.

Thus for every a > 0

( midx)PJix)

< f m(dx)f(x) + f midx){Pfix) - /A PJix)}
J[PJ>af\ J

< (l/o)/ midx)PJix) +f midx){PJix) -/A PJ(x)}

which is enough to guarantee that the functions PJ, t > 0, are almost

uniformly integrable in the sense of [11] and (1.2) follows from Lemma 6.8 in

[H]-   D
From now on it is understood that the Pt, as well as any other order

preserving operators, are extended to act on general functions as on p. 1.6 in

[2]-
Next we define for a > 0 the resolvent operators

GJ=rdte-«Pt (1.3)

with the integral interpreted as a limit of Riemann sums. Also we define the
Green's operator

G/=Lim fdtPJ. (1.4)
nfoo   Jq v      '

Arguing exactly as in §1 of [2], we prove
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Lemma 1.2. Let fi g > 0 in Ü and define

A = [x: Gfix) = +00, Ggix) < +oo}.

Then g = 0 [a.e.m.] on A and Gg = 0 [a.e.m.] on A.   □

Now fix/0 G L1 with/0 > 0 [a.e.m.] and define

C - (x: G/0(jc) = +oo};     C* = {x: G*/o(*) = + «>}>

Z) = {x: Gfoix) < +co};    D* = {x: G*f0ix) < +co}.

By Lemma 1.2 these are well defined modulo /w-null sets independent of the

choice of /0. The point of all this is

Theorem 1.3. (i) C = C* and D = D* modulo m-null sets.

(ii) f midx)GlD(jc) - f midx)Glcix) - 0.
Jc Jd

(iii) /// G L> andf > 0, then Gf < + co [a.e./w.] on D and Gf= 0 or +<x>
[a.e.m.] on C.   □

Proof, (iii) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.2. To prove the rest

of the theorem choose \¡> G L1 such that \p > 0 [a.e.m.] on £>* and such that

fmidx)ipix)G*f0ix) < +00. This implies that Gl> < +oo [a.e.m.] and, by

Lemma 1.2, if/ = 0 [a.e.m.] on C. Thus C c C* [a.e.m.]. Similarly C* C C

[a.e.m.] and (i) follows. The vanishing of the first integral in (ii) follows since

Gi(/ = 0 [a.e.m.] on C by Lemma 1.2 and the vanishing of the second integral

follows by duality.   □

1.2. Definition. The semigroup P, is transient if Gf < +oo [a.e.m.]

whenever/ > 0,/ G V and recurrent if for all such/the set [0 < Gf < + co]

is m-null.   □

It follows from Theorem 1.3 that there is no real loss of generality in

assuming that the semigroup is either transient or recurrent. To simplify

matters we assume once and for all in the remainder of the paper that Pt is

transient.

2. The extended Dirichlet space. Following H. Kunita [10], we begin by

introducing for a > 0 the approximating form

E°ig,f) = aig,f-aGJ). (2.1)

This makes sense at least for/, g G L2. Moreover

Eaig,f) = Eig,aGJ). (2.2)

The estimates

\E«ig,f)\2 < M2E°ig,g)Eifif), (2.3)

E"ifif)<M2Eifif) (2.4)
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are established by Kunita. (For a proof see [10] or Lemma 1.1 in [1].)

For a > 0 let Gaidx, dy) be the unique measure on X X X such that for

g,f 6 L2

Jj Gaidx, dy)gix)fiy) = (g, GJ). (2.5)

Then

E°ig,f) = I«J midx){\ - aGJix)}gix)fix)

+ \af midx){\ - aG:\ix)}gix)fix)

+ ±«2// Gaidx, dy)(gix){fix) -fiy)} + {g(v) - g(*)}/(v)) (2-6)

and in particular

Eaifif) = \aj midx){\ - aGJix)}f2ix)

+ \ajmidx){\-aG*a\ix)}f2ix)

+ i a2j Ga idx, dy){fix) - fiy)}2. (2.7)

From now on we define £"(/,/) by (2.7) whenever this converges. Of course

it follows from (2.7) that if T is a normalized contraction (that is, satisfies

(1.12) in [2]), then

EaiTfiTf)<Eaiff). (2.8)

2.1. Definition. Let/be defined and finite [a.e.m.] on X. Then/belongs to

the extended Dirichlet space F(e) if there exists a sequence f„, n > 1, in

domain^) such that

2.1.1. Eif„ - fm,f„ - fm) ̂ 0 as m, n ̂  co.
2.1.2./„ ->/[a.e.m.].   D
2.2. Definition. The Dirichlet space F = F(e) n L2.   O

Just as §1 of [2] for the symmetric case, the extended Dirichlet space F(e) is

a Hilbert space relative to the symmetrized Dirichlet norm

{g,f}=\Eig,f) + \Eifig). (2.9)

(Actually Lemma 2.2 below is needed for the argument in [2].) The Dirichlet

norm E itself extends to a bounded bilinear form on F(e) and

Eifif) = Lim E»ifif). (2.10)
oîoo

Of course (0.3) and also (2.3) and (2.4) are preserved by this extension. The

Dirichlet space F is a Hilbert space relative to
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{*./}„-K(*./)+ **.(/.*) i2-11)

where for a > 0

Eaig,f) = Eig,f) + aig,f). (2.12)

Moreover/ G L2 belongs to F if and only if

sup Eaifif)< +00 (2.13)
a

and in this case the approximating/, in Definition 2.1 can be chosen so that

also/, -»/in L2. Thus our present definition of F is consistent with [1].

It follows easily from (2.8) that if T is a normalized contraction and if

/ G F(e), then also Tf G F(e) and

EiTf, Tf) < Eifif). (2.14)
This property plays a fundamental role in the symmetric case. However, the

following two inequalities, proved by Kunita in [10], are crucial in general.

*(/-{/+Al},/+{/+Al})>0,

£(/+{/+Al},/-{/+Al})>0.

We refer also to Lemma 1.6 in [1] for a proof.

Lemma 2.1. (i) Each Ga, a > 0, maps L2 into F. Also Ga extends naturally to

an everywhere defined operator on F(e) satisfying

E(aGJ, aGJ) < Af2£(/,/) (2.16)

and aGa -> 1 in the strong operator topology as aleo.

(ii) Each P„ t > 0, maps L2 into F and indeed for some M' > 0 depending

only on M

EiPJ,PJ)<iM'/t)ifif).   D (2.17)
Proof, (i) follows directly from (2.4) and (2.2). (Also see Lemma 1.4 in [1].)

To prove (ii) we invoke an elementary result from the theory of holomorphic

semigroups. For present purposes only consider the complex Hilbert space L2

with inner product given by

(/~ +ig~>f+ ig\= if~,g) + ig~,g) - i{8~>f) t ''(/~ S)
and extend A to L2 in the obvious way. Since

((/+ ig),Aif+ ig))» ifiAf) + ig,Ag) - iig,Af) + iifiAg)

we conclude that for general F G domain(yl)

Re(F, AF)c < 0;       |Im(is AF)c\ < - M Re(F, AF\.       (2.18)

It follows from Theorem 1.24 on p. 490 in [13] that the P, have a holomorphic

extension to the region Re t > 0; M|Im /| < Re r where they continue to

satisfy the contraction estimate IIP/FHz» < ||-F||i|. Finally the Cauchy

integral formula applied directly to the operators P, shows that for / > 0
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Md/dtWFWçKiM'/QWFWç (2.19)

and this immediately implies (2.17).   □

Remark. If A is a normal operator on L2 (that is, A commutes with its

adjoint A*), then the spectral theorem immediately implies that for / G

domain A

E(PJ,PJ)< Eifif) (2.20)

which is enough to guarantee that P, extends to an everywhere defined

operator on the extended space F(e) and also that Lim40ii(/ — PJ,f — PJ)

= 0. In particular (2.16) is true with M = 1 when A is normal. We know that

(2.20) is not true in the general case. A counterexample can be constructed

already when X contains two points. However, we do not know if there is a

weaker estimate

E (PJ, PJ) < M"E(fi /). (2.20')

Notice that the Hille-Yosida theorem cannot be applied since we have no

control over the iterates {aGa}".   □

We finish this section with

Lemma 2.2. P, -» 0 in the strong operator topology on L2 as f[oo.

Proof. It follows from (2.19) that

(APJ, APJ) < iM'/tfifif) (2.19')
which implies that P,g -> 0 in L2 whenever g G ranged). Therefore we need

only show that ranged) is dense. But if g is orthogonal to range(/l), then

A*g = 0 and therefore Pfg = g for all t > 0. But this is impossible unless

g = 0 since by transience

rT+l
[       dt Pfg=~ 0

[a.e.m.] as r|co and therefore weakly in L2 as Tfoo for g G L2 n L1 and

therefore for all g G L2.   □

3. Hitting operators and the absorbed process. Let Ccom(X) or Ccom be the

collection of continuous functions on X with compact support. In the

remainder of the paper we assume that F(e) n Ccom = F n Ccom is uniformly

dense in C^^ and also dense in the Hilbert space F(e). Just as for the

symmetric case [2, §2], this can always be guaranteed if we are willing to

replace X by an appropriate maximal ideal space.

We take for granted the potential theory developed in §3 of [2] for the

symmetric case and in §2 of [1] for the general situation. The notation of [1]

will be used consistently except that we will generally work with the form E

as in [2] rather that with Ex as in [1]. In particular a set of capacity zero will
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be called quasi-polar rather than polar as in [2]. All functions in F(e) will be

understood to be represented by quasi-continuous versions. Often functions

specified up to quasi-equivalence will be treated as if they are defined

everywhere and relations which are valid quasi-everywhere will be stated as if

valid everywhere.

We begin with a technical result which follows directly from the spectral

theorem in the symmetric case but seems to require indirect approximation

techniques in general.

Lemma 3.1. (i) As ajO the operators aGa -» 0 in the strong operator topology

on the Hilbert space F(e).

(ii) If Nv is a potential, then so is P,Nv for t > 0. Also

E iP,Nv, P,Nv) < M2E iNp, Nv), (3.1)

P,Nv -> Nv   strongly in F(e) as f|0, (3.2)

PtNv -» 0   weakly in F(e) as f\co. (3.3)

(iii) Let v G 911 and for t > 0 define

",(*) = (VOW*) - P,Nv(x)). (3.4)

Then Gv, -» Nv strongly in F(e) as t[Q and also the measures v, • m -» v vaguely

as 40.   □

Proof. The estimate (2.17) implies that aGJ-> 0 as ajO for / G F and the

extension to general / G F(e) follows with the help of the estimate (2.16),

proving (i). For (ii) we must proceed indirectly since we have no correspon-

dent to (2.16) for the Pt. We consider first the case when v = 9 • m with <p

bounded and integrable and with Gy bounded. (The latter is easily achieved

with the help of the maximum principle.) For e > 0, Lemma 2.1(h) guarantees

that P,Geq> G F and the estimate

E(P,Gt<p, P,Gt<p) = j* m(dx)P,Gt<p(x){P,<P(x) ~ *G.P,<P(x))

< (sup Gtp(x)} j /m(í¿x)<p(x)

is enough to show that P,G(p G F(e). Also since PtG<p is a potential and since

P,Gtp < Gtp

EiPtGtp,PtGq>) < EiGq>,P,G(p)

and (3.1) follows from the sectorial estimate (0.3). Now it is routine to extend

this much to a general potential Nv since for every a > 0 clearly aGaNv =

G {Nv - aGaNv}. We observe next that by the estimate (3.1) and by Lemma

3.1(v) in [2], there exists /„ G F(e) such that P,Nv-*f0 weakly in F(e) as f|0

and also P, Nv ->/0 quasi-everywhere for every sequence t„[0. Since aGaNv
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-» Nv strongly as afeo it must be that /0 = Nv and therefore (3.2) follows

from the estimate

E(Nv - P,Nv,Nv - P,Nv) <j vidx){Nvix) - P,Nv(x)}.

Similarly there exists fM G F(e) such that PtNv ->/«, weakly in F(e) as /|oo and

(i) guarantees that /M = 0, which completes the proof of (ii). Strong conver-

gence of Gv, to Nv follows directly from (3.2) and (3.3) since for T > 0

fTds Psv,= (1//) fTds PsNv- (I//) fT " ds P,Nv
Jq Jq Jf

and therefore

Gvt = (\/t)C dsPsNv. (3.5)
•'o

Of course vague convergence of the measures then follows directly from

regularity of F(e).   □

Remark. Weak convergence can be replaced by strong convergence in (3.3)

when the generator A is normal. (See the remark following Lemma 2.1.) We

do not know if this is true in general.   □

The techniques of §4 in [2] can be used to establish the existence of a

process ^x, x G X \ N, and also a coprocess ^*, x G X \ N. In the remain-

der of the paper we take for granted the results and also the notation of §4 in

[2], (We indicate in §4 in [1] how to supress the assumption that the reference

measure m is excessive. Also the techniques originally used by M. Fukushima

[8] can be applied, as is shown in a recent paper by S. Carillo Menendez [14].

Alternatively the reader may prefer to assume that the given semigroup is

Feller and invoke the "classical construction" [12, II], thus avoiding any

reference to [2], [14], or [8].) Also we will consistently use the notation of [2]

and also [3] for hitting times oiA), hitting operators H¿ and last exit times

o*iA).

The absorbed semigroup P,D, t > 0, and resolvent G«, a > 0, are defined

exactly as §7 of [2]. The arguments of [2] can easily be adapted to show that

the sector condition (0.3) is valid also for the absorbed generator and

therefore the absorbed extended Dirichlet space F£)5 Ed is well defined.

Moreover, just as in [2]

Fg) = {/ G Fw: / = 0 quasi-everywhere on M },

EDig,f) = Eig,f)   forg,/GFw (3.6)

where M = X \ D. (We will use this notation in the rest of the paper.)

Furthermore the hitting operator HM maps F(e) into F(e) and
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F(e) = F(e) © H   F(e),

Eig,HMf) = 0   forgGFfe),/GF(e). (3.7)

Thus for general g,f G F(e)

E(g,f) = EiH*Mg, HMf) + Eig - H*Mg,f - HMf) (3.8)

and also

Eig, HMf) = EiH*Mg,f) = EiH*ug, HMf) = EiHMg, HMf)

= EiH*Mg,H*Mf). (3.9)

The balayage operators mf are defined as in [2]

HuMNun - A>UV (3.10)

We finish this section by applying Lemma 2.1(h) to extend a remarkable

result proved by M. Fukushima in the symmetric case [9].

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that there exists a quasi-polar set N such thatfor all

x £X\JV the measure Gxix; d-) is absolutely continuous with respect to m.

Then N can be chosen so that also for every t > 0 and every x EX\N the

measure P,ix, d-)is absolutely continuous with respect to m.   □

Proof. Just as in [9] a single quasi-polar set N can be chosen so that

3>„[o-+(5)=+co] = l

whenever B is quasi-polar and x G X \ N. The point is that Lemma 2.1(h)

guarantees that if A is m-null then P,iy,A) = 0 for quasi-every y and

therefore for every x &X\N

P2t ix, A) = f Pt ix, dy)P, i y, A) = Q.   U

4. An approximate Markov process. Here and in the remainder of the paper

Dk,k> 1, is an increasing sequence of open sets which have compact closure

and which increase to X. The complements are denoted Mk = X \ Dk. For

typographic convenience k and ~k will often be used as labels in place of

Dk and Mk. Thus the equilibrium measures ¡ik and coequilibrium measures ¡i*

are defined by

Hk\ = A7tA;       H*kl = AT*/£.

Just as in [2] the time reversal operator pk and the truncation operator rk are

defined on the set ß n [o(At) < + oo] by

w(o*(DA) - / - 0)    for 0 < t < a*iDk),

3 ioit>a*iDk);
pko¡it) =

Tfcco(0 -
ait)    fot 0 < t < a*iDk),

3        for/ > o*iDk).
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We begin with a technical result which is fundamental for our construction of

the approximate Markov process. A proof is included since it is much more

involved than the one for the symmetric case. (It is not hard to see that

Px[a*iDk) = +00] = 0 for each k and for quasi-every x. This will be used

implicitly below.)

Lemma 4.1. For £ > 0 on Q and for k, I > 1

f ti(dx)Sx[o(D,) <+»;* . ft]

-/ft(#)S;[a(Dt)<+oo;{»Tfc].   D (4.1)

Proof. We use a superscript or subscript a for the sample space probabil-

ities, etc., when the original semigroup Pt is replaced by P" = e~'aPt.

Certainly it suffices to consider the special case when | = /0(/0) • • • f„iXt)

with 0 < /0 </,<•••< tn and with /„, ...,/„ G F n C^. For <p > 0

bounded and integrable and for a > 0

fmidx)q>ix)6x[aiDl)< 00; i o Pl]

= f m(dx)tf>ix)Sx[tn < a*(A);/o(^(A)-<b-o) * ' *¿fá*4)-t-fl)!

= Lim / midxMx) f  Pg/ffm • • • P«.,,/^ (1 " PVp W(x)
PT°°   J k-0

-LwftfW) fi/pds Pîap*a%' • •/, 2 PZ?p<p(y)-

As/>|oo certainly (l/py2fm0Pk/p<P -* G*<p in L2 and therefore

/oT-<„ • ' •/.(!//>) 2  PZ/p^foPZW ' 'fnG*a<f>
k-0

in L2. The operators {^/¿^ ¿fc P*a}P*0a are uniformly bounded from L2 to F

and therefore converge to P,*a in the strong operator topology. Thus

C/P ds PrP?0% • • • fn 2   Pt},9^ Ptfo ' ' * fnG>
J0 k-0

strongly in F and since jx" G <Üta we can conclude that

/ m(dx)9ix)Sx[aiDk) < +co; { o ft] = f ft«(#)**% • . • /BC>(v)

which is enough to imply

S2[<KA) < + 00; i » p/] = 7v;pr (X) (4.2;

where /i"~ is the unique measure in 9Ha determined by
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/ «r idxMx) = f ft« (dx)P*% • • • Uiy).

Next we pass to the limit a|0 in (4.2). It is easy to see that for quasi-every x

the left side converges to the corresponding expression with a suppressed.

Since H^l = (1 — aGa)H'\, it follows from Lemma 2.1(i) that the functions

i/a'l are uniformly bounded in E norm and since H'a\-*Hl\ quasi-

everywhere as aj,0 it must be that #¿1 -» H'\ weakly in the Hubert space

F(e).ButthenforgGFn C^

J firidx)gix) = E(g, H'a\) + a(g, H¡\) -> £(g, H'l) =f ft(^)g(^).

(4.3)
Thus ft"-»ft vaguely and the norms EaiH'a\, Ha'\) = nlaiDl~) remain

bounded. This implies that also the norms EaiNafi¡a~", Na¡i¡'~) and therefore

also £,(Ar„fta~', Na(i,a~~) remain bounded. Since fta~-»ft~ vaguely we can

conclude from this that Na¡i,a~ -> Npf weakly in F(e). This permits us to pass

to the limit aj,0 in (4.2) and get

Sx[a(D,) < + co; £ ° p,] = ATft~(x). (4.4)

Finally, the left side of (4.1)

= /ft*(¿x)ATft~(x)

= j iir(dx)N*iik(x)

= Jft(¿x)P*/0-../n/í**l(x)

which equals the right side.   □

Now it is routine to carry over the construction in §5 of [2]. Let the

extended sample space nœ, the trajectory variables X„ first hitting time a(A)

and last exit time o*iA), birth time £* and death time f and time reversal

operator p be defined exactly as in [2]. Then with the shift 0oW mapping ßro

into B as on p. 6.5 in [2], we have

Theorem 4.2. There exist unique measures ty ,ty* onÛM determined by

S[aiDk) < +oo; £ ° 0M)] =/ ft?(A) GJ,

S*[oiDk) < +oo; | o 0o(k)] =1 likidy)S;î (4.5)

for £ > 0 on Q and for every k. Moreover for £ > 0 on ßM

S£°p = S*£ (4.6)

and for <p > 0 on X
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Sf'dt <p(X,) = &*f[dt <p(X,) =f m(dx)tpix). (4.7)

Also for A cXBorel

C<r(A)»9[a(A)< +00]-9*[a(A) <+«>].   D (4.8)

The continuous increasing additive functionals aiv; t) are defined just as in

§6 in [2] for the symmetric case and again it is true that

Sa(r; S)-&•*(»'> S)-f"(dx), (4.9)

\ Saiv; ?)2 = \ S "aiv; f )2 = S(v). (4.10)

The martingale functionals Mf together with the square functionals (A//-)

and (Mjy are defined as in [2] so that

Eifif) = I SM/(H2= { S  [S <Mf)idt). (4.11)

Also the comartingale functionals M*f and (M*/), (MJ*) are defined so

that

£(/>/) = ÎS*{M*/(f )}2= \&* ff (M*f)idt). (4.12)

We do not know if there are corresponding expressions for Eig,f) when

g*f.

5. Beurling-Deny decomposition. The Killing measure k and cokilling

measure k* are the unique Radon measures on X such that

6[lHeX;f(IH)] ~ j K(dx)<p(x),

S[XS. G X; <p(Xr )] - f K*(dx)<p(x). (5.1)

It is routine to show also that for quasi-every x

&x[X!_0GX;tp(XS-0)] = N<p-Kix),

S*[X{.e G X; <p(Xs_0)] = N*<p• k*(x). (5.2)

More generally, if we identify the subset [Xr EX] of Qœ with ß in the

obvious way, then for £ > 0 on ß«,

S[*f. 6 X; I] -fK*(dx)$xi

& *[ JTr G X; £] - f K(dx)$*t. (5.3)

Finally if D is open and if M = X \ D, then for quasi-every x in D
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&[aiM) - +co; Xs_0 G D; <p(Xf_0)] = N\-k(x),

&*[oiM) = +00; Xs_q G D; <p(Xf_0)] = JV*V **(*)•       (5-4)

It follows from (4.11) and from Meyer's results on decomposing square-

integrable martingales [15] that for/ G F(e)

|S2 /(*,-<>**,;*,-»*, ex){/(*,) -/(x,_0)}2
r

<\SMfiS)2= Eifif). (5.5)

(This depends on the fact that the processes A/jf(r) and/(.Y,) have exactly the

same discontinuities. See Theorem 6.4(i) in [2].) This estimate establishes the

existence of a unique Radon measure J(dx, ay) on X X X \ (diagonal) such

that for F > OonXxX

& 2 W-o * *«ï *i-o» *i e X)F(Z,_0, X,) = JJ /(áx, dy)F(x,y).

(5.6)

Also for any/ G F(e)

\ ff Jidx, dy){fix) - /(v)}2< Eifif). (5.7)

Of course we will call / the Levy measure. Exactly as in §10 in [2] we have for

quasi-every x G D

&x[oiM) < f; Xo(M)_o G 2); Äc^-oW^o*))]

= A'D{<r//(^)T<(.y)}(*) (5.8)

and for quasi-every x G X

6*2 W-o * Xt; Xt_Q, X, G X)<p(A,_0 )*(*,)

-tf{ç-//(-,WO0}(x). (5-9)

The killing and cokilling measures can be recovered from

f Kidx)fix) = Lim a(l - a(70l,/),

f «*(<&)/(*) = Limo(/, 1 - a(7a*l), (5.10)
■/ iffoo

which is valid if/is quasi-continuous and bounded with compact support or

if/is the square of a function in F(e). (See §11 in [2].) The Levy measure can
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be recovered from

E(g,f) = -ffj(dx,dy)g(x)f(y) (5.11)

which is valid whenever/, g G F(e) have disjoint supports. To prove (5.11)

choose D open and containing the support of g such that the closure D ~ is

disjoint from the set where / > 0. Then HMf = NDv on D where v =

//(•, ay)fiy) and therefore

E(g,f) = E(g,f- HMf) = -EDig, NDv) = -fp(dx)g(x)

which is equivalent to (5.11).

Let/ G F(e) be bounded and let g G F n Cœm. For a > 0

£" (g/-,/) - ¿£° (g,/2) - a(gf,f - aGJ) - \a(g,f2 - aGJ2)

= \a(g,f2aGa\ + aGJ2 - 2JGJ) + \a(gf2,1 - aGJ)

= I / /H(¿x)g(*)<4/>(*) + 1 a/ m(à)g(x)/JW(l - aGal(x)},

(5.12)
where we have defined

<^J>(x) = a2/ Ga(x, dy){f(x) - f(y)}\ (5.13)

Thus there exists a unique Radon measure (Af/(dx) such that

<4/>(x)/7i(<£c)^<40(dx)   vaguely, (5.14)

I / <4/">(¿*)g(x) + jj K(dx)gix)f2ix) = £(g/,/) - \Eig,f2).

(5.15)

Just as in §11 in [2] it can be shown that (Af) charges no quasi-polar set and

that

/ midx)(AJ)ix)gix) ^f (Af)idx)gix) (5.14')

for any bounded g G F(e). Also

(Mf)idt) = a(f2-K + (Af)),

<M*/>(i/0 = o(/2-/c* + <yl*/»,

and if v is a bounded Radon measure charging no polar set such that AP*j> is

bounded, then
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/ v(dx)Gx{Mfin - M/(0)}2

- Lim   f vidx) \" dt a2e-a'Sx[!:ds{fiXt+s) - /(^)}2
afeo   J ¿0 •'O

= lim   fvidx)G{f2ail-aGJ) + (AJ)}ix). (5.16)
afeo   J

If Nv is bounded then the dual version of (5.16) is valid. (Our notation here is

inconsistent with [2] since in [2] we worked with the semigroup rather than

the resolvent. But the necessary adaptations are obvious.) Of course (5.15)

immediately implies

E(fif) = \j (AfXdx) + \ f K\dx)f2ix) + \ f Kidx)f2ix)

= \ J(A*fXdx) + \ f K\dx)f2ix) + \ j Kidx)f2ix)   (5.17)

and this enables us to extend the definition of (Af} and (A*f) to general

/ e Fw
In general it is not true that (Af) = (A*f), although the total mass must

be the same. This can be seen very easily by considering the case when X is a

finite set. However, it turns out that the continuous parts (AJ} and </!*/>,

defined by

/ (AfXdxmx) =/ (AJXdxM*) +jfj(dx,dy)Hx){fix)-fiy)}2,

f <A*fXdy)Ky) =f <A:fXdy)Hy)

+ jfjidx,dy){fix)-fiy)}2Hy) (5.18)

are equal. The technique of §13 in [2] can be used to establish for/ G F(e) the

identity

I   SD <AcfXdx) + \   ¡K\dx)f2ix) + \ ¡Kidx)f2ix)

+ \   ÍÍ J(dx,dy){fix)-fiy))22    JJ(DXDUDXMUMXD)     V A    V   '       J W 'S

= Eif- H*Mfif - H»f) + {S2 {/(*,(/)) -/(*e(,)-o)}2

+ {-&IiXreD)f2iXa(M)) (5.19)

where entrance times e(i) and return times /•(/) for excursions into D are

defined as in [2]. The identity

(AJXdx) = (A*fXdx) (5.20)
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follows from (5.19) after applying time reversal and varying D. Also it can be

shown that

(MJXdt) = (M*fXdt) = a((AJ); dt) (5.21)

and if/' is a normalized contraction of/, then

(AJ'Xdx) < (AJXdx). (5.22)

We define the diffusion form

Difif) = \ f(AJXdx) (5.23)

and just as for the symmetric case we have the Beurling-Deny decomposition

E(fif) = Difif) + I ffjidx,dy){fix) -/(v)}2

+ \ f K\dx)f2 ix) + I / Kidx)f2 ix). (5.24)

Also the appropriate analogue to Theorem 11.10 in [2] is valid. In general

there is no such decomposition for Eig,f) when g ^ f. This can be seen

already by considering the case of infinitely divisible processes on the line.

6. The reflected space. We say that bounded f belongs to the local Dirichlet

space Floc if each x G X has a neighborhood U for which there exists /„ G F

such that / = /„ quasi-everywhere on U. From the appropriate analogue of

(11.23) in [2] it follows that for any such / there exists a unique Radon

measure (AJXdx) such that (AJXdx) = (AJuXdx) on U. For unbounded/

we proceed indirectly. Let the truncation tJ be defined by

„,    (/(*) »l/WK". ....
^-(»sgn/w  a|/W|>». (fi"

If each tJ G Floc, then by (5.22) the measures (AcTj)idx) increase with n

and therefore

WXrfx) = Lim (AcrJXdx) (6.2)
nfoo

exists. We say that general (possibly unbounded) / belongs to Floc if each

truncation rj G Floc, if (AJXdx) is Radon, if/is locally in L2(k) and if

Jf Jidx,dy){fix) -/(v)}2< +00

whenever U has compact closure.

Here and in the remainder of the paper we work under

6.1. Technical assumption. If / G Floc and if U is open with compact

closure, then there exists /„ G F(e) such that f — fu quasi-everywhere on U.

D
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Remark. The point of 6.1 is this. If / is locally excessive in the obvious

sense and if we have control over the terms of the Beurling-Deny decompo-

sition, then we want to be sure that/can be approximated by F in the sense

of 6.1. Lemma 14.1 in [2] shows that 6.1 is vacuous for bounded/. We do not

believe that this is also the case for unbounded/ (although we do believe that

any counterexample would be pathological). Thus the treatment in §14 of [2]

is incorrect as it stands. However everything can be fixed by defining Floc as

above and postulating 6.1.   □

6.2. Definition./ G F1oc belongs to the symmetrized reflected space FJg""1 if

E(fif) - \ j (AJXdx) + \ / {K*(dx) + Kidx)}fix)

+ yfjidx,dy){fix)-fiy)}2 (6.3)

converges.   □

The martingale and comartingale functionals Mfit) and M*/(r) can be

defined for / G F%{mm just as in the symmetric case (p. 14.2 in [2]) and we

take this for granted below.

Fix once and for all a metric donX and for e > 0 let

Jt idx, dy) = J idx, dy)I idix, y) > e). (6.4)

Clearly

JtiD, X) + Jt(X,D)<+oo (6.5)

whenever D is open with compact closure. Consider one such D, let g G F£}

(the extended absorbed space for D), let/ G FJg1"" and let/* G F be such

that/ = /* quasi-everywhere in an e-neighborhood on D. Then

£(g,/) = £(g,/*)

+ ffjtidx,dy)gix){fix) -/(v) -/*(*) +/*O0}   (6.6)

is well defined independent of the choice of/* and satisfies the two estimates

\E(g,f)\ < £(g,g),/2{M£(/*,/*),/2/+ \\f-f*\UtiD,X)},   (6.7)

|£(g,/)| < 3MEig,gy/2{Eif*,f*)l/2 + £(/,/),/2}.        (6.8)

The two estimates are obvious. That Eig,f) is well defined follows since if

/i#»/2# are two sucn functions, then by (5.11)

E(g,fx#) - E(g,f2#) =ffjidx,dy)gix){f*iy) -/,*(v)}

= ffjtidx,dy)gix){f*(x) -f*(y) -/2*(x) +/2*(v)}.
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Now asume that/is bounded and choose uniformly bounded/, in F(e) such

that each /, =/ in an e-neighborhood of D and such that /„-»/ quasi-

everywhere. Then /„ - HMfn belongs to F° and (6.7) is vahd with g - /„ -

HMfn and / replaced by /„. Since E(f„ ~ HMfn, /„) - E(f„ - HMfn, fn -
HMf„), we get an estimate

£(/„ - HMfn,fn - HMfn) < E(fn - HMfn,fn - HMf„)l/2

x{M£(/*,/*),/2+||/n-/*||00/e(AX)}

which is enough to guarantee that the left side remains bounded as «fco and

therefore/ - HMf G F°. Also it is clear that HMf G Fjgmn and that

Eig,HMf) = 0   forgGFfe). (6.9)

Denoting/ - HMf by fD, we can apply (6.8) to get

E(fD,fD) < 3M£(/ß,/fl),/2{i?(/*,/*)1/2 + Eifif)1'2}   (6.10)

and this enables us to remove the a priori restriction that / be bounded, by

taking truncations and passing to the limit. We summarize in

Theorem 6.1. Let D be open with compact closure, let f G FJ^nm and let

/* G F(e) be such thatf = /* quasi-everywhere on D.

(i) If g G F£), then Eig,f) is well defined by (6.6).
iü)fhas a local decomposition

f = fD + HMf (6.11)

withfD G F£) and with HMf satisfying (6.9). Moreover, fD satisfies the estimate

(6.10).   D

Combining Theorem 6.1 with the local dual decomposition, we get

Eifif) = Eiß,fD ) + EiH*Mf, HMf). (6.12)

Since also EiH*Mf, HMf) = EiHMf, HMf) which is nonnegative, (6.12)
implies the inequality

Eif*D,fD)< Eifif). (6.13)

In the symmetric case/5 = Íd an<* (6.13) allows us to pass to the limit in D

and get a global decomposition. (Also see Theorem 14.4 in [2].) We do not

know if this can be done in general. To get around this gap in our knowledge

we single out those/ G FJ^""1 for which a global decomposition does exist.

6.3. Definition./ G FJ^nm belongs to the reflectedDirichlet space Fref if the

norms EiH*Mf, HMf) remain bounded as D runs over the open subsets of X

with compact closure.   □

6.4. Definition. A function h is harmonic if it is specified and finite

quasi-everywhere and if
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HMfix)=fix) (6.14)

for quasi-every x E. D whenever D is open with compact closure. (It is

understood that the left side of (6.14) must converge absolutely for quasi-

every x G D.)   □

Theorem 6.2. Every f G Fref has unique decompositions

f = fo + h;      f = fh* + h* (6.15)
with /0, Jo G F and h, h* harmonic and coharmonic.   □

Proof. If / G Fref, then by the triangle inequality

EifD,fD)l/2< Eifif)l/2+ EiHMf,HMf)X/2

= Eif,fy/2+EiH*Mfi,HMf)l/2

and therefore / has a global decomposition / = /0 + h where /0 G F(e) and

where h G F^™11 satisfies

Eig, h) = 0 (6.16)

whenever g G F°e) for some D as above. If / is bounded then it is also clear

that h is harmonic and we are done. In order to treat unbounded /, we

establish an identity which will also play an important role in the remainder

of the paper. Fix bounded / G Fref. Just as for the symmetric case

(Proposition 4.5 in [2]), f¿Xt) -> 0 and/*(*,) -» 0 as ttf when X¡.0 = 3 and
therefore by the martingale convergence theorem $ = Lira^fiX,) is well

defined on [Xt_0 =3] and we get the same result if/ is replaced by h or h*.

(Of course such statements are understood to be true [a.e. tyx] and also [a.e.

<$?] for quasi-every x.) By convention we set $ = 0 on the set [Xt_0 G X]. It

is clear that Mhit) = hiX,) when / < £ and that M/i(£) - $. Thus for each k

¡&l[a(Dk) < + oo]{J/Ä(f) - MhiXaW)}2

= iS/[a(Z>É)<+co]{$-A(^(A))}2

and after passing to the limit in A: we get

|S{Mft(í) - Mhi$*)}2=iSliXs. =3){$ -$»pf

+ i SliXe. eX)(f- hiX¡. )}\        (6.17)

On the one hand

^ &I(Xr G X)$2 = I &I(XS. G X){$ - hiXs.)}2+ ± f K\dx)hix)2

and on the other hand it is clear from (5.15), (5.18) and (6.3) that
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i S[Mh(S)-Mh(P)]2=± sf[<Mfi>(dt)

~E(h,h)- ¿ f K*idx)hix)2

and so (6.17) is equivalent to

£(A,A)-jS{*-*°p}2 (6.18)

which is the desired identity. It follows in particular from (6.18) that if/' is a

normalized contraction of/, then

E{h',h')< E(h,h). (6.19)

A similar argument working instead with the absorbed process for D estab-

lishes for general/ G F^nm

E (H*Mf, HMf) < E (H*Mf, HMf). (6.20)

Now we are ready to complete the proof of the theorem. First (6.20) implies

that if / G F«f, then also/"1" G Fref and we can assume/ > 0. Again by (6.20)

the truncations rj belong to Fref and the limits f^-UaairJ)^ h~~ «■ Lim{rJ

— (t„/)0} exist in F^f™. Since h~ is harmonic, we will be done if we can

show that h = h~~ or equivalently if /0 — /¿~ = 0. But this is true since on the

one hand/0 — /0~ G F(e) and so there exists a sequence g„, « > 1, with each

g„ G FD for some D and with g„ ->/0 - /0~ relative to the E norm while on

the other hand/0 — /¿~ = h~~ — A and therefore Eig„,f0 — /0~) = 0 for every

n.  a
We will only be interested in those / G Fref for which the variable $

introduced above vanishes on the set [f = + co] and satisfies

j dx{&xe-*& + S*e~s^2} < +00. (6.21)

Therefore we explicitly introduce the collection of all such $ for which (6.21)

does converge. It is easy to see that there exists a countable subcollection %¡

of bounded functions in % satisfying the following two conditions.

6.5.1. OQj is an algebra over the rationals.

6.5.2. If $ e %, then there exists a sequence $„, n > 1, in 3Q such that

/ dx {&xe-!i* - *„)2 + 6*e-*(* - 3>„)2} -»0,

S{(O-$„)-($-$„)«p}2->0. □

Both in condition 6.5.2 and in the proof of Theorem 6.2 we have viewed the

variables $ as being simultaneously defined on ß and ß«,. Just as for the

symmetric case (see p. 3.9 in [3] and p. 20.1 in [2]) there is no real loss of

generality in assuming that also Hq can be chosen to satisfy
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6.5.3. If $ G 3Q, then the functions S $ and S *$ agree quasi-everywhere

with continuous functions on X.   □

Now we are ready to introduce our boundary. Let A be the collection of

continuous nontrivial homomorphisms on %¡ and let 8 be the trivial one. DQ,

is viewed also as a function space onXuAu {8} in the obvious way and

then XuAu {8} is given the coarsest topology which contains the given

topology on X together with the topology generated by %¡. Because of 6.5.3

the subspace topology on X agrees with the original topology. In general

X u A u {8} need not be compact or even locally compact, but this makes

no difference. From the martingale convergence theorem it follows that on

the set [Xt-0=d] the limit X£et = Lim^Z, is well defined as a point in

A u {8} (modulo the usual exceptional set of sample paths) by the identity

$(z;ef) = $,     $e%, (6.22)

where on the right side $ is viewed as a variable on ß or on ßM and on the

left $ is viewed as a function on A. By convention we put Xj* = 8 on the set

where Xs _0 G X. Of course Xpf is defined in a similar way on QM.

The boundary reference measure v is defined by

JT^ÖT©"^ f dx{Sxe-tv(X?t) + Gie-tyXf)).   (6.23)

The global hitting operators H, Ha are defined by

H<pix) = &xcp(X?!),

HMx) = Gxe-Mxrf)- (6-24)

By convention any <p on A satisfies ç>(8) = 0 so that in particular

Hl(x) ~ 9x[xp* G A]. (6.25)

Notice also that automatically

^[f=+oo;X/if0GA]=0. (6.26)

We say that/ G Fref is admissible if the variable $ of Theorem 6.2 vanishes

on [? > +oo] and satisfies (6.21). It is clear then from 6.5.2 that/ G Fref is

admissible if and only if (6.15) can be replaced by

f = fo + Hyf,      / = /o + #*y/ (6.15')

with y/ G L2(A, v) (necessarily unique). Moreover for such / the identity

(6.18) can be written

E(Hyf, Hyf) = \ S [yf(Xf ) - yf(X¡?)}2 (6.18')

and (6.19) is equivalent to

EiHTyfi HTyf) < E(Hyf, Hyf) (6.19')
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where T is a normalized contraction in the sense of (1.12) in [2].

Now we introduce some additional machinery as in §20 of [2] and §3 of [3].

It follows from (6.23) that Hx as well as Ha for a > 0 is bounded from

L2(A, v) to L2(X, dx). Therefore the global balayage operators ma, a > 0,

defined by

/ vidÇ)<piÇ)mJi£) =/ dxfix)HMx) (6-27)
J£k Jx

are bounded from L2(X, dx) to L2(A, v). For a < ß we introduce the Feller

operator

Va* = (ß~ aXHß = (ß~ a>ßH« i6-2»)

together with the density uaßi£, tj) determined by

Va,ß<piC) =fua,ßi& vM^lXdn)

and the bilinear form

Va,ßi<p,>l>)=JvidC)cpit)UatßW)

and the quadratic form

va,ß(<p> <p> =/ 'M f »(dnKßd i){«p(0 - <p00}2-
These satisfy

Va* = Vaß + UßtK   f0Ta<ß<K, (6.29)

Vaj,(<p,t) = &{*-«-'•> - e-M-V}<p(XFlo)t(X?f).    (6.30)

In particular £/a>00 = Lim^ C/aj3 is well defined and

/ ,(¿£M9tW(9 = M*r-oM*/ef )• (6-31)

Let

Pix) = Vx[X?t = 8;Xs_Q = d],

p*(x) = $?[Ar/* = 5; Xs_q =3]. (6.32)

Then amjj*, am*p increases as afeo to functions m^p*, m^p on A such that

/ k¿£M£)<p(9 = M*f~-o )'(*/" - *. Xg-o - 3 ).

/ v(dnMv)w„p*(ii) - S9(A-fref )/(^L0 = 8,XS. =3). (6.32')

Finally, for ç> on A define
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N(q>, 9) - \ i/o.»<<P. <P> + \ f vidn){mxp*i-q) + <p(r))}<p2( v)

+ \ f {K*idx)H<p2ix) + Kidy)H*cp2iy)}. (6.33)

Then for admissible / G Fref such that /0 G F^ for some D with compact

closure, we have by (6.18') and (6.16)

Eifif) = £(/o,/o) + Niyfi yf) (6.34)
and the restriction on/0 can easily be removed by passage to the limit.

6.6. Definition. / G Fref belongs to the active reflected space Fref a if / is

admissible and if/ G L2(X).   □

The next theorem shows that Frefa plays the role of Fref for Ea,a > 0.

Theorem 6.3. Iff G Fref a then for a > 0 there are unique decompositions

f - fa + Hayf;      f-f* + H*yf (6.35)
with fa, fj[ G F. Conversely iff G F^fmm n L2 is a-harmonic for some a > 0,

thenf G Frefa and therefore f «■ Hayf.   □

Proof. If / G Frefa then //„y/ G L2(X) and therefore fa =/- //„y/ G

L2(X). Also /„ = /o + aGJ" - aG0f0 must belong to F(e) since /0 - aGJo G

Fw and aGJ G F. Thus/, G F and the direct part of the theorem is proved.

Also for/ G Frefa the difference Hyf - Hayf G F(e) and since Hyf - Hayf =

aGHayf, it must'be that E(g, Hyf - Hayf) = aig, Hayf) for g G F((p). Thus
by (6.34)

i?(//ay/, //ay/) = E(Hyfi Hyf) + £(//ay/- Hyf, Hayf - Hyf)

= ^(y/, yf) + a(i/y/ - i/ay/, Hayf)

or equivalently

^« (^ay/. Hayf) = Niyfi yf) + U0¡a (y/, y/). (6.36)

This is our tool for proving the converse. Note first that for any q> G L2(A, v)

VoA<P> <P) = Lhn Up¡a (<p, <p) - Ljm (a - /Í)^, {1 - (a - 0)Ga Ji^ç))

is nonnegative and so (6.36) implies

EiHyfi Hyf) < Ea (//ay/, Hayf). (6.37)

An appropriate version of (6.36) for the absorbed process implies that for any

/ G F£fmm n L2(X)

E iHMfi HMf) < Ea (Hffi H?f) (6.37')

and in particular any such / which is a-harmonic must belong to Fref. Next

observe that
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N(q>, <p) + U0>a i<p, <p)>{- U0¡a(<p, qp> + U0ta (<p, <p)

+ \ Í {K*(dx)aGHa<p2ix) + Kidx)aG*H5<p2ix)}

+ I f dt{p*ix)aHa<p2ix)+pix)aH:<p2ix)}

= \ ¡ dxiH*\ + N*k* + p*)aHa<p2ix)

+ ¿ f <&(/n + Nk + p)aH*<p2ix)

-I J^{atfa<p2(x) + atfaV(*)}

and since í/0a increases with a, the identity (6.36) implies an estimate

£a (i/ay/, tfay/) > (a A 1)/ K<W2 (*)• (6-38)

But it is easy to see that this estimate does not really depend on our

assumption that/ G Fref a, and so the converse is completely proved.   □

It follows from (6.16) that if/ G Frefa, then

E i g, Hyf) = 0;       E (H*yf, g) = 0 (6.16')

whenever g G F^ for some g. From now on we make (6.16') true by

definition for general g G F(e). Then we have

EiHyfi Hyf) = E(H*yf, Hyf) = EiH*yf, H*yf). (6.39)

As mentioned in the Introduction it is not possible in general to define

Eig,f) for arbitrary g, f E Fref. A simple counterexample is worked out in

the Appendix.

It is clear from the proof of Theorem 6.3 that if <p E L2(A) satisfies

Ni<p,<p)< +00, (6.40)

then Hatp, H*(p E Fref a for all a > 0. Thus yFref a is precisely the set of

<p G L2(A) satisfying (640).

7. Kunita's classification.

7.1. Definition. A function/belongs to the domain of the local generator

&iîfe FIoc, if Eig, f) can be defined by (6.6) for all g G F n Ccom (of

course /* = / in a neighborhood of the support of g), and if there exists a

locally integrable function éE/such that

E(g,f) - -/ m(dx)g(x)&f(x) (7.1)

for such g.   □

It is clear from (6.7) that the left side of (7.1) can always be defined for

g G F n Ccom when/ G Floc is bounded.

Now let G~, a > 0, be a submarkovian resolvent on L2(X, dx) such that
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also the adjoint resolvent Ga~"*, a > 0, is submarkovian and such that the L2

generator A~ is contained in the local generator & and also the adjoint

generator A~* is contained in the dual local generator &*. Let/ = G~<p with

<p G L2(X) bounded. Then h - G~q> - Ga<p belongs to FIoc and Eaig, h) = 0

for g G F n Co,,,. By the local decomposition at the beginning of §6, this is

enough to guarantee that h is a-harmonic and therefore by the martingale

convergence theorem

G~cp(x) = Ga<pix) + Gxe-«I(XS_9-3)Lta G~<p(Xt).       (7.2)

In particular

GJ(x) < G~l(x) < GJ(x) + SxIiXs_Q = t)e-«.

Lemma 15.1 in [2] is also valid here and therefore

Lim  f dxgix)&xae-"sIiXs_Q=d) = 0 (7.3)
afeo   J

whenever g is bounded with compact support. This together with (5.10)

implies that

Lim aig, 1 - aG~l) - f »c(dx)g(x) (7.4)
afoo J

whenever g G F is bounded with compact support. Similarly

Lim a(l - aG~*l,g) = f /c*(dx)g(x). (7.4*)
afeo J

Now let / G domain A" be bounded and choose g G F n Cmm with

0 < g < 1. Then

- if,A~f) = Lim aif,f-aG~f)
afeo

lim
a
im { \a(f2, 1 - aC?~l) + ^a(l - aG~*\,f2)

+ \ a2f midx)J Ga~ ix, rfy)(/(x) -/(v))2}

>Lim f \a(f2g, 1 - aG~l) + \a(\ - aG~*l,/2g)
afeo    y ' x '

+ | a2/ midx)gix)j G~(x, *)(/(*) -/W)2}

= I / <c(¿x)g(x)/2 + 1 / K*(dx)g(x)/(x)2

+ Lim i a2f midx)gix)f G~(x, *){/(x) -/(v)}2
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>I   ¡Kidx)gix)fix)2+\   ¡K*idx)gix)fixf

+ Lim \ a2 ( midx)gix) f Ga(x, <fy){f(x) - f(y)}2.
afeo     ¿ J J

(7.5)

This imphes that

-(/, A~f)> Eifif) (7.6)
and in particular / G Fjgnm. To see why note first that / G Floc because of

(7.2) and therefore we can choose bounded /* G F such that / = /* quasi-

everywhere in a neighborhood of the support of g. Then

I a2f midx)gix)f Ga(x, dy){fix)-fiy)}2

= I a2/ midx)gix)f Gaix,dy){f#ix)-f#iy)}2

+ \«2(g, Ga{f2 -/*2}) + a2(g/, G0{/* -/}). (7.7)

By (5.14') the first term on the right converges to

I j {Af*)(dx)g(x)

= \ f(AJXdx)gix) + \ // /(<&, #)*(*){/* (*) -/# M}2.

Suppose we can show that

Lim a2(g, G„{/2 -/*2}) ->ff J(dx,4y)g(x){f(y)2-f*(y)2},

Lim a2(g/, Ga{/-/*}) = fj Jidx,dy)gix)fix){fiy) - f# (y)}.

(7.8)
Then (7.5) becomes

-(/, ¿~/) > I / «*(</*) g(x)/(x)2+ I J K(&)gW/(x)2

+ I / (AJXdx) + i // /(&, dy)gix){f# ix) - /* (v)}2

+ I // /(&, <*>)g(x){/(v)2 - /* (v)2 + 2/(x)/* (v) - 2/(x)/* (v)}

and since the last two terms combine to give |///(í¿c, dy)gix){fix) —

/( v)}2, we can pass to the limit in g and establish (7.6). Thus we have reduced

(7.6) to (7.8). Now (5.11) imphes that
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Lim a2ig, Ga<p) = ff Jidx, (fy)g(x)<p(y) (7.9)
otfoo J J

whenever <p G F(e) has support disjoint from g. Also (7.9) is true if <p = HI —

\p where \p E F(e) agrees with HI in a neighborhood of the support of g. This

follows because

a2(g, Ga{H\ - *}) = -a(g,H\ - aGaH\) + aig,^ - aGJ)

converges to Eig, \¡>) by (7.3) and because

Eig, *) = Eig, i - HI) -ff Jidx, dy)gix){tiy) - Hl(y))

as is clear from (5.11) and (6.6). The first line in (7.8) now follows since

/(yf — /*(yf can be approximated from below by functions (p for which

(7.9) is valid and also c{#l(v) - i|/(v)} - {/(v)2 -/*(v)2} can be so

approximated for some \p as above and some c > 0. The second line follows

in a similar way, after working with gf instead of g.

The technique used above to estabhsh the estimate (7.6) is a simple

modification of the one first used by M. Fukushima [6] for multidimensional

Brownian motion. It is routine to extend (7.6) to general/ G domain A" and

of course the analogue is also true for/ G domain A""*. Combining this with

the converse part of Theorem 6.3, we get

Theorem 7.1. Both domain(yl ~) and domain(4~*) are contained in the

active reflected space Fref a.   □

One pleasant consequence of Theorem 7.1 is that (7.2) can be replaced by

the more compact formula

Ga~v(x) = Ga<p(x) + HayG~<p(x) (7.2')

at least for <p G L2(X).

Of course the above argument can be refined to replace (7.6) by an

analogue to (15.14) in [2]. But this is pointless in the nonsymmetric setting. To

get the "correct result" we must adapt the techniques used by H. Kunita in

[5]. First we observe that if/ G Fref is bounded, then

Lim aig,f- aGa~f) = E(g,f). (7.10)
afeo

In fact this follows from (7.3). Since

a2ig,HayG~f) = a2(tfa*yG~*g,/) < a||g|U//a*l,/)

we can replace G~ by Ga in (7.10) and then we need only check the separate

cases when g G F(e) and when g = Hyg. (We have already observed on p.

15.3 in [2] that (7.10) need not be true for general bounded/ G F(e), even in

the symmetric case. Notice that (7.8) is actually a special case of (7.10)

although at the time we had to use a slightly different argument since we did

not know that/ G Fref.)
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Now we are ready to adapt the argument on p. 323 in [5]. Let / G

domain^"") be bounded and write f = fa + Hayfi Choose /„ G F n Ccom

uniformly bounded such that/, ->/a relative to Ea. For each n, for c > 0, and

for all ß > a

ß({f-fn-c}+,il - ßG~ß){f-f„}) > 0. (7.11)

This can be verified by checking cases, exactly as in the proof of Lemma 1.6

in [1]. By the a > 0 version of (7.10) we can pass to the limit ßfco and get

({/-/„ - c}+, (a - A~)f) - Ea({f-fn - c)+,fn) > 0

and therefore after a passage to the limit in n

({Hayf- c}+,ia-A~)f) - Ea({Hayf- c}+,fa) > 0.     (7.12)

But

Ea({Hayf- c}+,fa) = Ea({Hayf- c}+ -7/„*(y/- c)+,/„)

= ({Hayf- c}+ -H:iyf-c)+, (a - &)fa)

= ({Hayf- c}+ -/7*(y/- c)+, (a - A~)f)

and so (7.12) is equivalent to

(H;(yf-c)+,ia-A~)f)>0. (7.13)

This corresponds to (6.4) in [5]. Next

(H*yf, (a - A~)f) = (/, (a - A~)f) - (£, (a - A~)f)

which by (7.6) is > Eaifif) ~ (£, (« - A~)f) = Eaifif) - Eaif - #*y/,
/ - Hayf) = EaiH*yf, Hayf) and therefore by (6.36)

(H*tf, (« - A~)f) > Niyfi yf) + t/0,a(y/, yf). (7.14)

This corresponds to the estimate at the bottom of p. 232 in [5]. Now define an

operator R(a) on m*L2(X) by

*?„)"•«* - yG~*g (7.15)

With/ = G~g and tp = m*g so that y/ = i?(o)<p, the estimate (7.14) becomes

(*(«)*» «p)a > N(R(a)tp, RM<p) + U0¡a iRM<p, RM<P) (7.14')

and by (6.38) and (6.36) the operator R(a) is bounded relative to the L2(A)

norm. (Of course ( , )A denotes the standard inner product on L2(A).)Since

7T*L2(X) is certainly dense, R^a) extends uniquely to a bounded everywhere

defined operator on L2(A). Now (7.13) is equivalent to

([/?„<?-c]+,<p)A>0. (7.13')

This together with the argument on p. 342 in [10] is enough to guarantee that

7?(a) is the Green's operator for a submarkovian semigroup on L2(A).
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Remark. The operator R(a) here corresponds to the kernel Mair\, £) on pp.

320-322 in [5]. It appears that the existence argument for Ma(î], £) given in [5]

has a gap and indeed that Proposition 6.2 in [5] is incorrect as stated.   □

Of course the dual operator i?*a) defined by

Rta)*ag=yGa~*g (7.15*)

is also the Green's operator for a submarkovian semigroup. Moreover

/ vidÇ)mJiÇ)RMm;giO = (/, HayG~g) = (tf„*yG~*/, g)

= /K^)*(V«/0?K*g(Tj)

and therefore

(«P. *<«)*)*. - (*(*)?> *)a C7-16)

which is enough to guarantee that the associated submarkovian semigroups

are adjoint relative to L2(A). It is clear also that

G~ = G„ + HaR(a)m*,

G~* - G*a + /£**„>*■„. (7.17)

By Lemma 6.3 in [5] we have for 0 < a < ß

R(a) " R(ß) + R(a)UaißR(ß) = R(ß) + R(ß)UaJ}R(ay (7.18)

Now let P be the orthogonal projector of L2(A) onto the range i?(a)L2(A).

Of course P is independent of a > 0 by (7.19). If i?(a)A, X > 0, is the resolvent

corresponding to i?(cr), then <p E L2(A) satisfies P<p = <p if and only if

Lim (<p, {1 - Ai?(a)x}<p)A= 0. (7.19)

(The point is that if Pep =£ «p then for all A > 0 we have (<p, A/?(a)X<p)A <

(P<p, P<p)A < (<p, (p)A.) This implies that also P is the orthogonal projector of

L2(A) onto the range l?(*a)L2(A). In fact PL2(A) is a subspace of a special type.

There exists a subset of A and a sub-sigma-algebra of the Borel algebra on

this subset such that PL2(A) consists precisely of those functions in L2(A)

which vanish in the complement of the subset and are measurable with

respect to the sub-sigma-algebra. To show this we need only check that if

<p G PL2(A), then for any c > 0 also (9 - c)+ G PL2(A). But this foUows

from the estimate

(|> - c]+, [<p - c]+ -\R(a)\[<P - c]+ )A= ([<p -c]+,<p- AR(a)A(p)A

- (|> - c]\ c - Atf(a)x<p)A< ([<p -c]+,<p- A2?(a)x<p)A.

(All this is stated in Proposition 6.4 in [5] and Theorem 4 in [10].) The

generator Ba corresponding to i?(a) satisfies
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BaRM = -P. (7.20)

It is clear from (7.18) that domain(j5a) is independent of a > 0. Also for

0 < a < ß and for <p G L2(A)

BßR(a)<P = BßRiß){<p + Ua¡0RM<p} = -P<p- PVa,ßR(a)<p

— BaR(afP - PVatßR(„)<P

and therefore

Ba = Bß + PUatß. (7.21)

By Lemma 6.1 in [5] the operator U0a is bounded on L2(A) and therefore we

can define an operator B by

B = Ba + P[/0>a (7.22)

with the understanding that domain(-B) = domain(j5a). The relation (7.18)

guarantees that for a > 0 and for 0 < a < ß

RM\= P(ß)\+ R(a)\Va,ßR(ß)\. (7.23)

Thus we can pass to the limit ajO and establish the existence of a submar-

kovian resolvent Rx, \ > 0, satisfying for ß > 0

R\ - •r(j8)a+ R\V0J}R{ß)x= R(ß)\+ R(ß)\V0ißRx (7.23')

and it is easy to check that B is the generator. Similarly the adjoint B* is
defined by

B* - B* + PUla (7.22*)

and generates a submarkovian resolvent /?*, X > 0. Now we are ready to

establish the estimates

- ([9 - ef, 2?<p)A >// K^)"(^)"o,M(^ !)|> - c]+ (tj){c -«pA c(£)}

+ / K^<P(l)c[<P - c]+ (£) +/ Kidx)H*c[<p - c]+ ix),   (7.24)

>// K<*îM^K«0?, £){c ~ 4> A c(t,)}[> - c]+ (£)

+ / »-(¿^„p*®^ - c]+ (£) +/ K*(¿x)/7c[* - c]+ (x)   (7.24*)

for <p G domain(-B) and >// G domain(J?*). It follows from the converse result

to be established in §8 that these two estimates together characterize the
possibilities for B.

We prove (7.24) by a series of reductions. It suffices to establish the
estimate
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i?(a)x{a<l+\}<l (7.25)

for ail a, \ > 0. The function a7r*l is bounded and so the perturbed genera-

tor B~ = Ba + (cw*l) also generates a nonnegative semigroup on PL2(A)

with resolvents R^ determined by the iteration procedure

^(a)\ = Ria)\> R"a)\ = R(a)\ + -R(a)x(«^l)-R(o)\

R~a)\~ Limi?(a)X.

Certainly (7.25) implies that AR^l < 1 and if Ai?("a)Xl < 1 then also

XR^yH = XR(a)xl + XRMxiam;i)R"MKl

< 1 - A/?(a)x(a7ra*l) + AJ?(o)X(a<l) < 1

and after passage to the limit nfco we conclude that Rfëp,, X > 0, is submar-

kovian. Thus, with the obvious notation for the standard inner product of

L2(A), we have for <p G domain(5)

A([«p - c]+, {1 - Ai?x}«p)A> X([<p - c]+, {1 - Atfx}<p Ac)A

= a([t - c]+, {1 - XR~a)x +XR~a)xiiam:i) - U0<a)Rx}<p Ac\

> X2([<p - c]+,R(a)x((a^*l) - U0>a)Rx<p Ac)A

and after passage to the limit Atoo

-([<p-c]+,Äp)A

>/ K^)(«<1(£))[«P - c]+ (£)c - t/0,a([<p - c]+,<p Ac)

= / K^)/ "(<*lK,(fc l)[* - <] + (*){* "«PA c(ij)}

+ f vidS){am:m - C/0,„l(£)}[<p - c]+ (£)c (7.26)

and (7.24) follows after passage to the limit atoo. Thus (7.25) implies (7.24).

To prove (7.25) fix ß > a and note that (7.23) immediately implies

R{a)\~ R(.ß) + R(a)\{ V„iß - X}R(ß)

and since R(ß)ßm^l = yßG^l < 1, this yields the estimate

RMxßtfl < 1 + RM\Vatßl - XRMxR(fi)frr$l

and since ßmß 1 > a7r*l + Î7ajj8l, this implies

J?(a)x{ car* l+XR{ß)ßm^l}<l. (7.27)

Thus (7.25) will be proved if we can show that as /?tco

R(ß)ßm^Pl        [a*.*]. (7.28)

That is, (7.28) implies (7.24). Suppose we have shown that as ß^oa
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RMßVaj,-*! (7-29)

in the strong operator topology on PL2(A). Clearly R(ß)ßm^l = yßGfl

increases to some limit which we denote by 9. If 0 < <p < 1 belongs to PL2(A)

and if }p > 0 in PL2(A) then certainly

(«M(/i)CÍ,¿c)A-(*,•?)*.. (7.30)

But also R(ß)Ua7ß<p < R(ß)Uaßl < R(ß)ßm^l < 9 and therefore

(lMw>tf«jj9)A<(lM)A.. (7.31)

Of course (7.30) and (7.31) together imply that 9 = PI. Thus (7.29) implies

(7.24). The estimate (7.14') guarantees that the operators R(ß), ß > a, are

uniformly bounded on ¿2(A). Since R(a)L\A) is dense in PL2(A), the identity

(7.18) guarantees that the operators R(ß)Uaß are uniformly bounded on L2(A)

and also that (7.29) will be proved if we can show that

Lim Rí0) = 0 (7.32)

in the strong operator topology on PL2(A). Thus (7.32) implies (7.24). But

(7.32) can be proved by arguing as on pp. 20.15, 20.16 in [2]. If (7.32) fails

then there exists nontrivial <p G L2(A) with R(a)<p < 1 such that $ =

Limß^R^ßjCp is nontrivial. (Of course -R(y3)<p decreases as /?tco.) But then for

every/? > a

(?. rw<p\> Op. ̂(a)<p)A
which by (7.14') is

> HiR(ß)<p,R(ß)<p) + U0jiRw<p,R{p)<p) > Ua>ßit,4>)

and therefore

Va.» (t, *) = Lim iß - a)f dx Ha^x){l - iß - a)Gß }HJ(x)

is finite which implies that Ha\}/ E F. But Proposition 4.5 in [2] can also be

applied here (see also the proof of Theorem 6.2) and we conclude that this is

impossible for nontrivial \p. This contradiction finally proves (7.24). We

summarize in

Theorem 7.1. Let G~, a > 0, be a submarkovian resolvent on L2(X, dx)

such that the generator A~ is contained in the local generator &. Suppose also

that the adjoint resolvent G~*, a > 0, is submarkovian and that the adjoint

generator A~* is contained in the dual local generator &*.

(i) Both domain^ ~) and domain(,4~*) are contained in the active reflected

space Frefa so that yG~g, yG~*g are well defined functions in L2(A, v) for

g E L2(X', m).

(ii) The operators G~, G~* can be represented (7.17) where the operators
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R(a)> R*a)are bounded on L\A) and determined as follows. There exists a closed

subspace PL2(A) of the special type described above and a closed densely defined

operator B on PL2(A) such that iff G domain^""), then yf E domain(5) and

for all g GFrefa

- f midx)gix)A~fix) - E(g,f - Hyf) - (yg, Z?y/)A.      (7.33)

Both B and B* satisfy the estimates (7.24), (7.24*) and both generate submar-

kovian semigroups on L2(A) which are strongly continuous on PL2(A). Also for

a > 0 the operators Ba, J5* defined by (7.22), (7.22*) generate such semigroups

and R(ay /?(*a) are the associated Green's operators.   □

The correct analogue to the basic estimate (6.9) in [5] is

- (9+,B<p\> Ni<p+,q>+) + C/oi00(«p+,<p-). (7.34)

We show now that (7.24) and (7.24*) together imply (7.34). For a > 0

certainly (7.24) implies (7.26) and therefore

- ([«p - c]\ ¿?~<p)A= -fl> - c]\ B<p\+ U0¡a([<p - c]+, <p)

-J^£)a<l(£)[«p-c]+(£)<p(£)

> -f ,(¿£)«<1(£){[<P - c]+ (£)}2+ U0,a([<p - c]+, [<p - c]+ )

and since a7r*l is bounded, this is enough to imply that B~ generates a

submarkovian semigroup. (See Theorem 1 in [10].) But this implies for every

A > 0 the estimate

R{a)x{X+am*l}<l. (7.35)

To prove (7.35) we need only show that for $ > 0 in PL2(A)

(^*(a)x{A + a<l})A<(iMV (7.36)

The left side of (7.36)

= Lim ({a<l + X}R^, ft/?(~)/t+xl)A
lifeo r

= Lim iiiR^Uxi^l + X}R^, 1)A

- Lim ,x({l - liRul+x}R¿¿{am:i + X}R^, 1)A

= Lim ju({1 - iiR¿)UJRwtt> *)a

- Lim ̂ ({1 - (M + X)R(~)l+x}R^, 1)A

- Lim ni4>, í?(7)m+x1)a

- Lim p(Rfcri>, 1 - in + X)R{~)jl+xl)£i.
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The first limit is the right side of (7.36) and the second is nonnegative because

r£)p> M > 0, is submarkovian and so (7.36) and therefore (7.35) is proved. In

a similar way (7.24*) implies

*S»{x + «rai}<i. (7-35*)

Now for <p G domain(5)

- (<P> -B(a)«p)A= Lim A(<p, {1 - A2?(a)x}<p)A
Ajoo

= Urn [¿A(<p2, {1 - A*(a)xl})A + \X({1 - A*(V), <p\

+ \ A2/ vidi)f RMX(l dn){<p® - <p(i,)}2]

> Lim i {(«p2, XR(a)xam;i) + (Ai?(* ^1, <p2)}
AT»

-1 / „(¿9{«£1(9 + <«ral(£)}<p2(£)

which imphes that 5(a) + ^(aw*l) + ¿iamal) generates a contractive

semigroup on L2(A). Since this semigroup certainly preserves positive

functions, we can apply Theorem 2.1 in [16] and conclude that

- (<P+, *(a)«P)A> \ f v(dÇ){am:ii£) + a,ral(£)}<p+(£)2

or equivalently

- 0p+, B<p)^> \ f r(rf£){«<l(i) + <«ral(£)}<P+(92

-VQAi<p+,<p+)+U0iai<p+,<p-)

and (7.34) follows after passage to the limit atoo. Thus (7.24) and (7.24*)

together do imply (7.34). However (7.34) is weaker and Kunita is able to

establish a converse using (7.34) only because he is dealing with the special

case when I = HI = H*l andaG~l = 1.

It is clear that the resolvent G~, a > 0, is completely determined by the

boundary generator B. In fact Kunita shows that B (which corresponds to Q

in [5]) can be used to formulate precise boundary conditions for the generator

A" and it is easy to see that this carries over to the present context. In the

next section we establish a converse. This will show in particular that the

operator B can be viewed as classifying possible resolvents G~, a > 0, which

satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1.

8. A converse result Let PL2(A) be a special subspace of L2(A) as described

in §7 and let B be a closed and densely defined operator on PL2(A) which

generates a strongly continuous semigroup on PL2(A) and which satisfies
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- ([«p - c]+, 5<p)A+ b([<p - c]+, [<p-c] + )A

>f p(dn)f *(¿ÉK»Oí. £)[<p - c]+ (r,){c - «p A c(£)}

+ / y(^<^(D4<P - c] + (0 +/ «(<k)ff*c|> - c]+ (£)    (8.1)

for some b > 0. This imphes in particular that both B and Ba = B - Pt70a

generate submarkovian semigroups which are strongly continuous (but not

necessarily contractive). For B this follows directly from Theorem 1 in [10].

For Ba we first note that

- ([> - c]+, 5a<p) + ¿(|> - c]+, [tp - c]+ )

>   -V0,a{[<p-C]+,<PAC)+   £/0>a([<P - C]+'. <P)

=   ̂ O.a([«P-c]+,[<p-c]+)>0.

However the real point of (8.1) is that our proof of (7.35) can be apphed here.

Thus if we define R(a)<p = Limx¡0.R(a)X<p for <p > 0, then

aRMm*l < 1. (8.2)

Now it is routine to check that the operators G~ defined by (7.17) form a

submarkovian semigroup. It is clear that the generators A", A""* are

contained in the local generators &, &* in some formal sense, but we will not

pursue this further at the present level of generality. We only point out that

the converse of Theorem 7.1 is vahd. In particular (7.24) and (7.24*) together

characterize possible boundary generators B (assuming of course that B

generates a semigroup).

Appendix We discuss an example which indicates that sometimes there is

no natural way to extend the Dirichlet form Eig, f) to the full reflected space

Fref.

Let X be the upper half-plane

R2'+ = {(*,jO:xGR,v>0}.

The reference measure is Lebesgue measure dxdy and the local generator & is
defined by

& = DXDX + D2D2 + w( y)Dx

where

^^«(^-•(l-log^r1    for0<v<l,

1 0 for v > 1.

The semigroup P, is the absorbing barrier diffusion generated by &. Certainly

Lebesgue measure is excessive and the sector condition will be established if
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we can get an estimate

1/2, , •, 1/2

J_+J° dx £ dy y-\l - \ogy)-lgDx\

< M {/_+J° ¿xjT1 dyiDxff\     j J_+J ¿xjT1 #(7)2g)2}    (A.l)

for/, g G C¿m(R2'+). But this follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

since

f + Mdxfldyy-2il-loëy)-2g2-
J-eo J0

■/-T dxIc! ^'^ " ̂ "'U' * P2g(x' °)

</4°° dx f1 dyy~\l - log y)"2 (ydtiD2gix, t))2
J - oo •'O •'0

< {IT ^jf ^áK*, O)2}^1 dyy~\\ - logy)'2.

The symmetrized reflected space ¥?£"* is the classical Sobolev space and F(e)

is the completion in this space of C2om(R2'+). In fact, (A.1) is valid if only

g G F(e) and this is enough to guarantee that actually Fref = F^tmm. However,

since w( v) is not integrable, no such estimate can be vahd for arbitrary /,

g G Fref. This seems to preclude any natural definition of Eig, f) for general

g,f E Fref. Notice that the "problem term" is simply ignored when g = /.
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